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1. ABSTRACT

The Nek2 and Plk4 kinases serve as crucial regulators of mitotic processes such as the centrosome duplication cycle and spindle assembly. Deregulation of these processes can trigger chromosome instability and aneuploidy, which are hallmarks of many solid tumors, including breast cancer. Emerging data from the literature illustrated various functions of Nek2 in breast cancer models, with compelling evidence of its prognostic value in breast tumors. The two kinases control distinct steps in the centrosome-centriole cycle and their dysregulation lead to centrosome amplification, marked by the presence of more than two centrosomes within a cell. We found single or composite overexpression of these kinases in breast tumor samples, regardless of subtype, which strongly associated with poor prognosis. Interestingly, in a panel of established cell lines, both kinases are highly expressed in Her2-positive breast cancer cells exhibiting centrosome amplification and trastuzumab resistance. In summary, it appears that Nek2 and Plk4 might synergize to promote breast tumorigenesis and may also be involved in tamoxifen and trastuzumab resistance.

2. INTRODUCTION

The Nek2A and Plk4 kinases have been extensively studied with regard to their involvement in diverse mitotic events, including centrosome duplication and separation at the onset of mitosis, spindle assembly, mitotic timing, and cytokinesis. Due to their fluctuating expression and subcellular localization, the two enzymes are important regulators of faithful chromosome segregation with potential further implications in the coordination of cell cycle, cell division, cytoplasmic architecture and tissue polarity. Since these features are frequently deregulated in cancers, a number of studies have attempted to decipher the involvement of these mitotic kinases in human tumors, including breast cancer. These reports provided promising results with potential clinical relevance. Here, we will review the current knowledge on the biological functions of Nek2A (referred to as Nek2), Plk4 and centrosome amplification (CA, defined as the presence of more than two centrosomes within a cell) in breast cancer, introduce preliminary data from our laboratory, propose potential roles for the two kinases in this context, and address future perspectives.
The most traditional role ascribed to Nek2 and Plk4 relates to centrosomes, a pair of non-membranous organelles, each composed of two centrioles surrounded by a protein matrix called pericentriolar material (PCM). The centrosome-centriole duplication cycle ensures proper microtubule organization and establishment of the bipolar spindle pole and is coordinated with the cell cycle, occurring once per mitosis. Consequently, Nek2 and Plk4 are temporally and spatially regulated in a cell-cycle dependent manner. Upon recruitment to centroesomes, Plk4 initiates and catalyzes centriole duplication and elongation throughout the S phase, while Nek2, peaking at G2/S, acts to induce centrosome separation. Another role of Nek2 addresses its active participation in the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC), which orchestrates the attachment of spindle microtubules to the ketoinocheres of chromosomes. The details pertaining to the normal functions of Nek2 and Plk4 are still under active investigation and some of their respective targets, interactions, as well as regulation and localization patterns have been elegantly covered in a series of reviews (1-10). CA can arise as a result of distinct mechanisms that are not mutually exclusive: disengagement of the cell and centrosome duplication cycles, centriole overduplication leading to overproduction of daughter centrioles and centriole accumulation (clustering) caused by impaired cytokinesis and other cell division errors (7, 11-13). CA has been implicated as underlying chromosomal instability, a hallmark of solid tumors, including breast cancer. Herein, we propose that Nek2 and Plk4 kinases mediate CA and breast tumorigenesis.

3. NEK2, PLK4 AND CENTROSOME AMPLIFICATION IN BREAST CANCER

3.1. Nek2 and Plk4 in breast tumors and experimental models

A compelling list of studies addressed the expression and function of Nek2 in breast tumors and experimental models. For example, Nek2 is overexpressed and amplified in breast cancer cell lines and in primary human breast tumors, including ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) (14-19). However, the relationship with established biomarkers such as estrogen receptor alpha (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), keratin 67 (K67) and p53 generated conflicting conclusions. Some studies found no evident links (14, 17), yet positive correlations between elevated Nek2 levels and K67 or between Nek2 and Her2 overexpression or triple negative breast tumors were observed (17, 18).

Work from our group found that concomitant induction of K-Ras<sup>G12D</sup> and c-Myc in mouse mammary glands caused premalignant lesions displaying CA and increased expression of Nek2 at both protein and mRNA level (20). Similarly, simultaneous induction of H-Ras<sup>G12V</sup> and c-Myc in the immortalized non-tumorigenic human mammary epithelial cell line MCF10A significantly increased Nek2 protein expression, while transient knockdown of Nek2 in the same cells reduced CA and DNA synthesis. Collectively, these results suggest that oncogene activation leads to upregulated Nek2 signaling.

More clues about Nek2 were gathered from studies employing gain or loss of function strategies in human mammary epithelial cells. In invasive derivatives of MCF10A cells, basal levels of Nek2 mRNA and protein were higher compared to controls (18). Moreover, Nek2 overexpression caused CA without affecting the cell cycle and its transient knockdown inhibited cell proliferation and caused a G0/G1 arrest, thereby suggesting a role for Nek2 in cell cycle progression (18). Overexpression of Nek2 in HBL100 cells immortalized by the SV40 T antigen induced aneuploidy accompanied by multiple or enlarged nuclei (14). In both MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell lines, Nek2 overexpression resulted in augmented numbers of centrosomes and multinucleated cells, whereas its transient silencing decreased cell proliferation and induced aneuploidy (15, 19). Different means of inhibiting Nek2 in various breast cancer cell lines resulted in a wide range of cellular effects responses, differentially exhibited: decreased anchorage-independent growth, migration and colony formation, impaired spindle assembly and chromosome misalignment, aneuploidy, reduced cell proliferation, apoptosis, elevated sensitivity to paclitaxel and doxorubicin, cell cycle defects, abnormal number of centrosomes and binucleation (15, 21-25). Notably, in contrast to breast cancer cells, MCF10A seemed to be insensitive to the treatment with a small molecule inhibitor of Nek2/Hec1 interaction, which destabilized Nek2 protein, alluding to the selectivity of Nek2 inhibition in breast cancer cells (21). The potential dependence of breast cancer cells on Nek2 for their tumorigenic growth was demonstrated in xenograft models, where silencing of Nek2 inhibited the primary and distal tumor growth (15, 19, 21).

Finally, indirect evidence for the role of Nek2 in breast cancer is provided by research of its phosphorylation targets, such as beta-catenin, Nlp, Mad2 and Hec1, all of which have been shown to impact aspects of breast carcinogenesis (16, 23, 26-40). Along the same line, a preliminary gene expression microarray from our laboratory indicated that expression of Nek2 and that of its substrate Sgo1 (41) are higher in HCC1954 breast cancer cells compared to MCF10A control.

There is a scarcity of data investigating the putative role of Plk4 in breast cancer. Similarly to the Nek2 results, simultaneous induction of K-Ras<sup>G12D</sup> and c-Myc in murine mammary glands lead to increased expression of Plk4 transcript (20). Our unpublished observations from MCF10A/p53-null cells, previously shown to display chromosome instability, invasiveness and altered therapeutic response (42), indicate significant CA and higher Plk4 protein levels compared to parental cells. There are reports indicating that transient knockdown of Plk4 has anti-proliferative effects in breast cancer cells but not in normal cells and that the response to chemical inhibition of Plk4 is cell-type dependent (43). A recent study found Plk4 overexpression in triple negative breast tumor samples (44) while other groups reported that Plk4 is overexpressed in breast cancer and predicts resistance to therapy (43, 45-48).
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The contribution of Plk4 to breast cancer biology is also supported by exploration of its interacting proteins. For example, Plk4 binds and phosphorylates Ect2 (49), which is a component of the MammaPrint genetic signature that predicts the recurrence risk of breast cancer (40). Moreover, the aforementioned microarray analysis from our laboratory found that HCC1954 cells overexpress Cep192, demonstrated to recruit Plk4 to the centrosome (50) and Sas-6, a protein that requires Plk4 for its localization to centrioles during mitosis (51).

While this manuscript was under revision, promising anti-proliferative effects were reported from preclinical studies using a Plk4-directed agent (52). Based on results from breast cancer cell lines and xenograft mice, applications for phase I trial approvals of the newly developed anti-Plk4 compound CFI-400945 in breast and ovarian cancer patients have been submitted to FDA and Health Canada. This endeavor strongly supports the clinical relevance of Plk4 in breast tumors.

3.2. Centrosome amplification in breast cancer

Owing to their critical roles in regulating the centrosome duplication cycle, the most likely outcome of aberrant Nek2 and Plk4 signaling is CA. Due to the numerous proteins associated with it, a scaffolding role for centrosome was proposed and reviewed with evidence of crosstalk with the cell cycle (53). This organelle represents not only a hub that receives and integrates diverse extra- and intracellular signals and translates them into biological responses. The centrosome is also a direct target susceptible to deregulation, since it provides a signaling platform for the cell cycle machinery, oncogenes, tumor suppressors and transcription factors.

Experimental models of breast cancer demonstrated that induction of CA is linked to various molecular markers of tumor initiation and progression, including ER, p53, Aurora-A, BRCA1 and Ras. For instance, published and ongoing work carried out in our laboratory revealed the involvement of the Her2 and K-Ras012D oncogenes, Cdk4 or E2Fs in generating CA in breast cancer cells and in pre-malignant mammary epithelial lesions (20, 24). Although it initially concluded that in breast tumors CA arises independently of ER and p53 status, the Salisbury group investigated the role of estrogen signaling in CA and chromosome instability (CIN) in rodent models (54). Mouse xenografts using MCF-7 ER-positive cells demonstrated that loss of p53 induces CA and is associated with the development of aggressive tamoxifen-resistant tumors (55). One of the best examples of centrosomal kinases with oncogenic function is Aurora-A, as reflected by its overexpression in breast tumors (56-58). Cell-based and mouse models pointed out that Aurora-A induces CA and tetraploidy in breast cancer through the activation of Akt, BRCA1 and Cdk2 pathways (59-62). In fact, a mechanistic link between estrogen, Aurora kinase A and the development of CA and CIN was proposed in the AC1 rat strain with estrogen-induced mammary tumorigenesis (63).

Several breast cancer models suggested a causal connection between CA, CIN, aneuploidy and tumorigenesis. Accordingly, cells with extra centrosomes undergo chromosome missegregation and display tetraploidy (64). Mirroring human cancers, tetraploid mouse mammary epithelial cells devoid of p53 harbor genetic alterations and form tumors in xenograft models (65). The fate of cells with supranumerary centrosomes is not necessarily CIN and aneuploidy. The instability caused by extra centrosomes can often preclude viability. Therefore, cells carrying extra centrosomes may be eliminated via apoptosis, mitotic catastrophe, or replicative senescence (66, 67). However, when viable progeny propagate during tumor development, they can promote the accumulation of multiple centrosomes, allowing pseudobipolar mitosis (11, 12). Therefore, an attractive concept revolves around a microevolution under selective pressure that ultimately results in the generation of cellular subclones containing CA and subsequent genomic instability.

The presence of increased centrosome size in DCIS and the correlation between impaired centrosome function and loss of tissue differentiation (68, 69) imply that CA precedes the acquisition of CIN and aneuploidy (20, 64). A study performed in a large cohort of breast cancer cases and controls examined the relationship between the genetic variation of genes controlling the centrosome and breast cancer risk. The results indicated that haplotypes displaying associations in certain genes rather than single SNPs exhibited a greater predictive value (70). Moreover, genomically unstable and more aggressive aneuploid breast cancers have a greater extent of CA and abnormal mitotic spindles compared to genomically stable aneuploid and diploid tumors (68, 71-73). From a clinical standpoint, the relevance of CIN status resides in its prognostic utility in ER-positive tumors, in which the CIN score is a linear predictor of poor outcome (39, 74). Thus, the poor prognosis associated with CIN may be attributed to the capacity of breast tumors to adapt to environment or stromal pressures, most likely due to genetic heterogeneity (39). In terms of the propensity of particular subtype of breast tumors to develop CA, centrosome anomalies marginally correlate with Her2-overexpression and the absence of ER and PR (72, 75). However, in patients over 50 years old, CA associates with the presence of all of these three receptors (72, 73).

Despite the aforementioned wealth of studies that clearly associate Nek2 and/or Plk4 expression with CA, CIN and aneuploidy in breast cancer, the definitive evidence for a cause-effect relationship is still lacking. Changes in the levels of Nek2 and Plk4 genes, their mislocalization or aberrant activity can potentially compromise the control of the mitotic checkpoint, centrosome duplication and/or mitotic progression and lead to faulty cell decisions such as CA. This event could further induce CIN and aneuploid defects that may ultimately contribute to breast tumorigenesis. In conclusion, identifying the cellular mechanisms underlying CA and its relationship to Nek2 and Plk4, particularly when it occurs in pre-malignant breast lesions, is required in order to establish the contribution of this phenomenon to the breast tumor progression.
Given their emerging roles in breast cancer biology, we queried publicly available datasets to conduct a retrospective analysis of the expression of Nek2 and Plk4 across human breast tumors. The following breast cancer datasets were downloaded from GEO: GSE2034, GSE3494, GSE6532, GSE4922, GSE11121, GSE7390, GSE2603 and GSE14020. Data were normalized using quantile normalization and then log2 transformed in the Affymetrix Human U133 platform prior to doing the analyses. The datasets were combined, and batch effects were removed using the Bayesian Factor Regression Modeling (BFRM) algorithm to generate the merged database (Yuwanita and Andrechek, unpublished). In addition, a more refined independent analysis was performed in GSE6532 in which only the samples treated with tamoxifen and run on Affymetrix Human U133A were selected (N=190). Since each gene had multiple probes, expression of each probe was categorized into high and low using the median as the cut point. Probe 204641_at for Nek2 and probe 204887_s_at for Plk4 were selected since they had the highest median expression in the resulting combined dataset. A composite score was created by averaging the two probes and further stratified into low (<25th percentile), moderate (25th-75th percentile), and high (>75th percentile) quartiles. Expression of each gene and composite was quantified and compared using ANOVA and the Kruskal-Wallis test and represented in box plots. For survival statistics, eligible GSMs were chosen based on the following reported endpoints: relapse free survival, distant metastasis-free survival and overall survival. Kaplan-Meier survival curves were generated for each outcome comparing the score groups. Log-rank test and Cox proportional hazard regression were used with P-values ≤0.05 considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were done using SAS Version 9.3 and GraphPad Prism 5.

Expression of Nek2 was significantly higher in each of the breast cancer subtypes compared with the normal samples. In fact, with the exception of Her2 or basal vs. luminal B, basal vs. Her2 and claudin low vs. luminal A, all pairwise comparisons were statistically significant (Figure 1A). Expression of Plk4 was significantly higher in each of the basal, claudin low and Her2-amplified subtypes versus normal or luminal A samples. Furthermore, the differential Plk4 expression between luminal A and B subtypes reached statistical significance (Figure 1B). Finally, the composite score of the two genes indicated a combined elevated expression of Nek2 and Plk4 in each of the basal, claudin low, Her2 and luminal B groups versus normal but also compared to the luminal A (Figure 1C).

As illustrated in Figure 2A, the relapse free survival of patients with Nek2-overexpressing tumors was significantly worse than that of patients exhibiting low expression, regardless of subtype or treatment (N=603; hazard ratio HR=0.6; 95% confidence interval CI, 0.5 to 0.8; *P=0.002). In addition, Nek2 overexpression showed a significantly poorer prognosis in terms of distant metastasis-free survival compared to Nek2-low tumors (N=594; hazard ratio HR=0.6; 95% confidence interval CI, 0.4 to 0.8; *P=0.002).
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Figure 2. Relapse-free and distant metastasis-free survival analyses in all breast cancer patients from the combined datasets. A. Kaplan-Meier curves for Nek2 expression in patients grouped by low and high gene expression. B. Kaplan-Meier curve for Plk4 expression in patients grouped by low and high gene expression. C. Kaplan-Meier curves for composite Nek2+Plk4 expression in patients grouped by tertiles.

0.5 to 0.9; \( *P = 0.01 \). Plk4-overexpressing tumors were associated with poor distant metastasis-free survival (N=603; hazard ratio HR=0.6; 95% confidence interval CI, 0.5 to 0.9; \( *P = 0.01 \); Figure 2B). High composite score was associated with significant differences in relapse-free survival (N=603; \( *P = 0.01 \)) and distant metastasis-free survival (N=594; \( *P = 0.04 \); Figure 2C). No significance was found in overall survival for individual or combinatorial overexpression of Nek2 and Plk4. We performed more stringent survival analyses on the subtypes presented in Figure 1, grouped by low/high Nek2 or Plk4 and quantiles of their combined expression and found no statistical significance in any of the 45 curves. This greatly reduced the number of samples and increased the selection bias, therefore we do not show the data as we found them inconclusive.

In the independent analysis of GSE6532, Kaplan-Meier curves showed significant differences in relapse-free survival and distant metastasis-free survival between high and low expression groups for both Nek2 (Figure 3A) and Plk4 (Figure 3B). Next, a higher composite score was associated with significant differences in relapse-free survival and distant metastasis-free survival (Figure 3C). Again, overall survival was not significantly correlated with either single or combined overexpression of Nek2 and Plk4. The significant differences indicating that single and co-overexpression of Nek2 and Plk4 associated with worse outcomes in tamoxifen-treated patients than low expressions suggest that these kinases might play a predictive role in endocrine resistance.

These results are in agreement with previous gene-expression reports addressing the prognostic value of Nek2 and Plk4 in breast tumors. For example, both enzymes are part of a 16-kinase signature present in luminal tumors with poor prognosis and high mitotic index and are highly expressed in basal, luminal Ab, luminal B and Her2-overexpressing subtypes (76). Another study detected Nek2 significantly upregulated in invasive versus benign breast lesions (16). Nek2 was also included in a molecular grade index (MGI) predictive genetic profile that indicated significant difference in distant metastasis-free survival for tamoxifen-treated patients with intermediate and high risk. In this association, the risk classification and prognostic performance of MGI were independent of tumor size, grade, Her2 and PR expression (77, 78). Retrospective analyses of public dataset confirmed that overexpression of Nek2 conferred a poor survival outcome in breast tumors (19, 23). AACR communications mentioned Plk4 overexpression and its predictive relevance to therapy outcome in breast cancer (43, 47, 48).

Our finding that some breast cancer cell lines display CA, prompted us to perform a screening of Nek2 and Plk4 protein expression in a panel of asynchronous human mammary epithelial cells of diverse molecular subtypes. HCC1954 and JIMT-1 cell lines emerged as highly expressing both kinases compared to the other cell lines investigated (Figure 4A). As scored by immunofluorescence with antibodies against pericentrin (PCM marker) and quantification of cells with more than two centrosomes, the two cell lines exhibited CA of 11% and 10.7% respectively (Figure 4B). These percentages were significantly higher compared to MCF10A cells (2.5%). In addition, both cell lines are ER-PR-Her2+ and were reported to display primary resistance to trastuzumab.
Figure 3. Relapse free and distant metastasis-free in tamoxifen-treated patients from the GSE6532. A. Kaplan-Meier curves for Nek2 expression in patients grouped by low and high gene expression. B. Kaplan-Meier curves for Plk4 expression in patients grouped by low and high gene expression. C. Kaplan-Meier curves for composite Nek2+Plk4 expression in patients grouped by tertiles.

Based on the expression patterns observed here, these short-live kinases may still be under the control of cell-cycle apparatus in some settings, while in other subtypes this requirement seems to be eliminated. Consistent with their expression, Nek2 and Plk4 might become hyperactive or synergize very early in breast lesions and translate into functional consequences such as frequent mitotic events and CA.

5. NOVEL ROLES FOR NEK2 AND PLK4 IN BREAST CANCER

5.1. Nek2 and Plk4: drivers of breast tumorigenesis

The ability of Nek2 to induce CA in breast cancer cells became evident in MCF10A/DCIS derivatives (18). Data from our group showed that silencing of Nek2 decreased CA present in Her2-positive breast cancer cell
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Figure 4. Basal levels of Nek2 and Plk4 and centrosome amplification in asynchronous mammary epithelial cell lines. A. Nek2 and Plk4 protein levels determined by immunoblotting. Cells were grouped by ER/PR and Her2 status. Herceptin resistance is listed at n/a, S (sensitive) and R (resistant). B. Centrosome amplification determined by immunofluorescent staining of pericentrin. Cells with ≥3 centrosome were expressed as percentage of total number of cells visualized with DAPI. N=3; mean ± SD; P ≤ 0.05; * significant compared to MCF10A cells.

lines (24), while a recent report shows that its overexpression in other subtypes of breast cancer cells enhanced CA (25). Interestingly, Nek2 knockdown in MDA-MB-231 triple-negative cells also lead to an increase in centrosome numbers, multipolar mitosis and mitotic catastrophe (19). In light of this evidence, CA seems to be the prevalent outcome of deregulated Nek2, considering its abundance in cells, particularly during the G2/S phase, and its ever-growing range of centrosomal targets and binding partners, including C-Nap1, Nlp and beta-catenin. Although there is no direct evidence on the role of Plk4 in promoting CA in breast cancer, experiments conducted in other models of human cancers support the implication of this kinase in CA in tumors. For instance, in osteosarcoma cells, Plk4 associates with centrosome and centrioles throughout the cell cycle, colocalizing with centrin, C-Nap1 and gamma-tubulin. Moreover, deregulated Plk4 results in division failure and CA, the induction of which requires the cooperation between Plk4 and Cdk2 (2). Another experiment using osteosarcoma cells revealed that enforced Plk4 expression resulted in extra chromosomes and transient multipolar spindles intermediates in anaphase (64). In prostate cancer cells, CAND1 centrosomal protein controls the stability of Plk4 and synergizes with it to stimulate centriole overduplication (81). It was reported that inhibition of Plk4 in cancer cells blocks centrosome clustering and formation of multipolar spindles (43). In summary, it is likely that either kinase could be sufficient to cause CA in mammary epithelial cells. Our preliminary observations from breast cancer cell lines suggest that acquisition of CA might require a synergistic cooperation between Nek2 and Plk4 expressed at high levels. It was demonstrated that Nek2 overexpression causes centriole separation (1) and Plk4 induces centriole reduplication, but the centrioles remain in close configuration (82), thereby Nek2 might be required to resolve the clustered centrioles in Plk4-overexpressing cells, resulting in CA.

A second mean by which Nek2 accomplishes its mitotic functions is through the association with the kinetochore and participation in SAC. Situated at centromeres, the kinetochore is a large protein complex required for spindle attachment, chromosome movement and regulation of the mitotic checkpoint. The mechanism of SAC ensures that cells do not transition to anaphase without the orderly alignment of all sister chromatides to the metaphase plate. Interestingly, given the upregulation of SAC components in aneuploid cancer cells, a SAC-addiction mechanism in tumors was proposed (83). Kinetochore-localized Nek2 is highly active, phosphorylating SAC effectors such as Mad2 and Hec1 (23, 38) and high expression of these substrates has been incorporated in several breast cancer genetic signatures (16, 39, 40). Moreover, overexpression of Mad2 resulted in cells with genomic instability and tumorigenesis in mice (84). Both CA and defective SAC can eventually culminate in chromosome missegregation and aneuploidy. Therefore, it is conceivable that in time, overexpression of Nek2 and/or Plk4 can cause loss of control over proper mitotic division of chromosomes which may in turn facilitate genetic changes favorable to mammary tumor initiation and progression. Alternatively, overexpression of SAC proteins can facilitate centrosome clustering by offering enough time for amplified centrosomes to coalesce to form a megacentrosome. Due to the scaffolding role of the centrosomes and the dynamic relationships between SAC components, Nek2 and/or Plk4 might cooperate with other molecules that promote centrosome clustering, a mechanisms that confers on tumor cells a proliferative advantage.

Besides deregulating mitosis and facilitating the acquisition of genetic instability, Nek2 and Plk4 can directly promote malignant transformation by controlling cell proliferation, viability and motility. Thereby, sustained expression of Nek2 and Plk4 might directly contribute to
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The progression to aggressive tumor phenotypes, marked by distant metastases.

With regard to cell motility, it was shown that Nek2 knockdown reduced the migratory potential of the highly invasive MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells (19). The effects of Nek2 inhibition on cell cycle are context-dependent. For example, in MCF10A cells Nek2 silencing lead to a G0/G1 arrest (18). However, in breast cancer cells, the effects of abnormal Nek2 on cell cycle are not uniform. Some subtypes were unaffected by Nek2 knockdown or overexpression while others show significant G2/M arrest and decreased proliferation upon silencing or corresponding increased proliferation with high Nek2 levels (19, 22, 23). Indeed, Nek2 could impact cell cycle progression as it binds to and phosphorylates beta-catenin, which in turn induces cyclin D1 expression (85). In myeloma cells, activation of beta-catenin/Wnt signaling by Nek2 was in part dependent on Akt (23). Moreover, Nek2 overexpression in these cells repressed the pro-apoptotic genes Bad and PUMA and upregulated the expression of pro-survival genes Bcl-XL and Mcl-1 (23). These results, combined with findings that Nek2 silencing increased the cleavage of caspase-3 in breast cancer cells suggest a possible pro-survival role (19).

Plk4 was proposed to be a regulator of cell proliferation, motility and viability. Thus, in liver cancer models, haploid levels of Plk4 can disrupt Rho-GTPase signaling during cytokinesis, resulting in aneuploidy and tumorigenesis (49). In addition, studies performed in Plk4−/− mouse embryonic fibroblasts suggest that this enzyme promotes activation of Rac1 to induce migration (47). Findings from lung cancer cells support a pro-survival role for Plk4. Downregulation of Plk4 in cells expressing a temperature-sensitive p53 mutant, resulted in apoptosis while its overexpression diminished p53-dependent apoptosis (86). Additional research on lung cancer cells revealed that Plk4 silencing inhibited stress-induced Akt activation and triggered apoptosis. Gradual activation of p53, upon stress conditions, downregulated Plk4 to promote apoptosis and reduce the risk of Plk4-induced CA (87). Finally, pharmacological inhibition of Plk4 blocked proliferation, lead to apoptosis and reduced tumor growth in xenograft models (43).

In order to further unravel their biological relevance in breast cancer, cell culture work shall focus on inducing the gain or loss of Nek2 and/or Plk4 expression in non-tumorigenic and cancer cells of different backgrounds, respectively. This approach can provide preliminary data regarding the direct roles of Nek2 and Plk4 in CA as well as identify cellular and molecular mechanisms by which this event is attained. Next, it would be interesting to explore the collaboration of these two kinases with molecules that promote the clustering of amplified centrosomes. In addition, unbiased phospho-proteomic assays will identify more targets of Nek2 and Plk4 kinases. A likely consequence of abnormal Nek2 and Plk4 expression is alteration in microtubule dynamics that can trigger tissue reorganization during tumorigenesis. Therefore, it is essential to address how the growth of cells deregulated for the two kinases in 3D culture impacts CA, chromosome instability, cell motility and long-term proliferation and survival. With the development of automated techniques to count centrosome markers in tissue samples, the presence of CA in breast cancer could be more accurately assessed. Correlations between the abundance and localization of Nek2 and Plk4, CA status, expression of molecular biomarkers and clinicopathological features of breast tissue samples are necessary to verify the relevance of Nek2/Plk4-driven CA to malignancy. Furthermore, studies using transgenic mouse models with selective induction of Nek2 and/or Plk4 expression in the mammary gland would help answer additional questions regarding the mechanisms and timeline of CA in vivo. As a final point, inducible knockout models could effectively complete the animal work since, for example, Plk4 knockout mice are not viable (88). In summary, comprehensive approaches including biochemical and pharmacological techniques, gene expression analysis, molecular and cellular assays, as well as translational studies, are required to confirm the proliferative and pro-survival roles of Nek2 and Plk4 and their contribution to promoting CA, CIN and cell motility in breast cancer cells.

5.2. Drug resistance

Whether resulting from gene amplification or loss of transcriptional control, the enhanced levels of Nek2 and Plk4 detected in breast cancer tissues may represent more than predictors of poor outcome. Our retrospective gene expression analysis in tamoxifen-treated ER-positive breast tumors illustrated that single and co-overexpression of Nek2 and Plk4 are significantly correlated with poor relapse free and distant metastasis-free survival. On the other hand, screening of human mammary epithelial cell lines indicated that trastuzumab-insensitive Her2-overexpressing cells exhibit the highest levels of both kinases across all samples. Based on these preliminary results, we propose two roles for Nek2 and Plk4 in breast cancer. First, these kinases hold potential predictive value and could identify tumors prone to respond poorly to tamoxifen or trastuzumab. Secondly, as active components of the centrosomes, Nek2 and Plk4 may contribute to therapy failure by promoting resistance to tamoxifen and trastuzumab. In support of this latter hypothesis is the very idea that tumor cells are able to proliferate with mild genomic instability resulted from defective mitoses and CA. By directly causing CA and chromosome missegregation, Nek2 and Plk4 might be responsible for the propagation of genomically altered breast cancer cells. Such cells harbor genetic changes that under selective pressure can induce dysregulation of pathways implicated in therapy resistance. Consequently, the uptake and metabolism of the therapeutic agents and cellular responses to their inhibitory effects could be greatly influenced.

ER-positive and Her2-amplified breast cancers can become non-responsive to targeted therapies via similar mechanisms involving alteration of cell cycle, mitosis and proliferation. For example, Cdk4 is inhibited during tamoxifen-driven growth arrest (89) and overexpression of cyclin D1 can trigger its activation resulting in tamoxifen
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resistance (90, 91). Interestingly, exposure of breast cancer cells to the dual Cdk4/6 inhibitor PD-0332991 synergizes with both tamoxifen and trastuzumab treatment (92). Inactivation of Rb can promote tamoxifen resistance (93). Alternatively, ER-positive tumors with low growth factor receptor expression that are initially responsive to tamoxifen can later develop resistance by manifesting elevated levels of Her2 (94). It has become widely acknowledged that in addition to promoting breast tumor growth and survival, activation of the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway is also linked to resistance to tamoxifen (95-98) and trastuzumab (99-101). As summarized above, loss of p53 in MCF-7 ER-positive breast cancer cells leads to CA and is associated with acquisition of heterogeneity for nuclear ER that in turn drives the development of aggressive tamoxifen-resistant tumors (55). Noteworthy, trastuzumab treatment induced repression of several mitotic genes, including Hec1 and Aurora-A (102). Research from our laboratory indicates that Nek2 and Plk4 functions are controlled by E2F and/or Cdk4 in Her2-overexpressing breast cancer cells. In addition, there seems to be a positive feed-back regulation between Nek2 and Cdk4 which acts to mediate CA (24). Two recent publications report interactions between Nek2 or Plk4 and Akt signaling to induce drug resistance and evade apoptosis (23, 87). In addition, ablation of Nek2 in breast cancer cells reduced the levels of phosphorylated Rb (19). It is therefore tempting to speculate that by signaling downstream of the cyclin D1/Cdk4-Rb/E2F axis, Nek2, Plk4 and the cellular events that they trigger might represent biomarkers that can potentially indicate the onset and progression of breast tumors, and/or predict the response to therapeutic agents. Moreover, by interacting with Cdk4, Akt, Rb or other crucial proteins localized at centrosome, Nek2 and Plk4 may play a role in endocrine or trastuzumab resistance.

A preliminary strategy to ascertain the contribution of Nek2 and Plk4 to endocrine and trastuzumab resistance is to answer whether their inhibition can restore drug sensitivity in resistant ER-positive and Her2-overexpressing cell line models. However, their validation as effective biomarkers and therapeutic targets warrants future pre-clinical and translational investigations.

6. PERSPECTIVES AND CLINICAL IMPACT

Over the past decade, the biological relevance of Nek2 and Plk4 went from key mitotic kinases to prognostic markers in breast cancer and potential drivers of tumorigenesis. However, the basic biology of the two kinases still needs to be unraveled in order to better understand their contribution to breast tumorigenesis. Future discoveries will allow the biomedical community to fully exploit Nek2 and Plk4 for the development of novel therapeutic approaches. Both kinases are attractive target drugs since they are involved in specific aspects of microtubule assembly, mitosis and cell division. High throughput screenings to target their kinase activity will address the effects of blocking Nek2 or Plk4 on CA, cell proliferation, survival, motility and drug sensitivity in breast cancer cells. Furthermore, generation of inducible knockout mice is necessary to elucidate the pathophysiological roles of Nek2 and Plk4 as well as the potential side effects of their pharmacological inhibitors.

More importantly, if the effects of Nek2 or Plk4 inhibition on CA can be discretely separated from other effects on the cell cycle per se, the two mitotic kinases could be proposed as targets in a cancer prevention setting. Interfering with Nek2 and/or Plk4 and their cooperating partners that promote centrosome clustering could be detrimental to the tumor progression. Blocking CA would require concentrations of Nek2 or Plk4 inhibitors that leave normal centrosome cycle unaffected and could potentially stall progression and render breast tumors sensitive to therapies, presumably through a suppression of aneuploid populations. Alternatively, if the stoichiometry of Nek2 and Plk4 is essential for the cells, low levels of these kinases can also deregulate the centrosome cycle and/or mitosis, producing populations of breast cancer cells displaying CIN and aneuploidy. In this case, inhibition of Nek2 and Plk4 can ultimately result in aneuploidy and cell death.
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